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Abstract
Fixational eye movements (FEMs), including microsaccades, drift, and tremor, shift our eye position during ocular fixation, producing retinal motion that is thought to help visibility by counteracting neural adaptation to unchanging stimulation. Yet, how each
FEM type influences this process is still debated. Recent studies found little to no relationship between microsaccades and visual
perception of spatial frequencies (SF). However, these conclusions were based on coarse analyses that make it hard to appreciate the actual effects of microsaccades on target visibility as a function of SF. Thus, how microsaccades contribute to the visibility
of stimuli of different SFs remains unclear. Here, we asked how the visibility of targets of various SFs changed over time, in relationship with concurrent microsaccade production. Participants continuously reported on changes in target visibility, allowing us to
time-lock ongoing changes in microsaccade parameters to perceptual transitions in visibility. Microsaccades restored/increased
the visibility of low SF targets more efficiently than that of high SF targets. Yet, microsaccade rates rose before periods of
increased visibility, and dropped before periods of diminished visibility, for all the SFs tested, suggesting that microsaccades
boosted target visibility across a wide range of SFs. Our data also indicate that visual stimuli fade/become harder to see less
often in the presence of microsaccades. In addition, larger microsaccades restored/increased target visibility more effectively than
smaller microsaccades. These combined results support the proposal that microsaccades enhance visibility across a broad variety of SFs.

Introduction
Objects that are completely stationary on the retina fade from perception (Ditchburn & Ginsborg, 1952; Riggs & Ratliff, 1952, p. 52;
Yarbus, 1957). Human eyes are never still, however. Even when we
try to ﬁxate our gaze on an object of interest, small ocular motions,
known as ﬁxational eye movements (FEMs: including microsaccades, drift, and tremor) shift our eye position. Retinal motion from
FEMs is thought to help visibility during ﬁxation by acting against
neural adaptation to unchanging stimuli (Martinez-Conde et al.,
2004, 2006, 2013; Engbert & Mergenthaler, 2006). Yet, how each
FEM type inﬂuences this process is still debated.
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Previous work showed that microsaccades improve target visibility, both by reversing perceptual fading (Martinez-Conde et al.,
2006; McCamy et al., 2012), and by preventing its incidence
(McCamy et al., 2014), even in the case of minute targets contained
entirely within the fovea (Costela et al., 2013). This research tested
only targets with a single spatial frequency (SF), however. Thus, it
did not address how microsaccades may contribute to modulations
in target visibility as a function of SF.
Two recent studies set out to investigate how microsaccades
might inﬂuence the perception of SF, and found their effects to be
absent or negligible. However, these conclusions were based on
coarse analyses that make it hard to appreciate the actual effects of
microsaccades on target visibility as a function of SF.
Mostoﬁ et al. (2016) concluded that microsaccades (deﬁned as
saccades < 0.5°) had little impact on contrast sensitivity (a similar,
but not identical concept to visibility) at both low [0.8 cycles per
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degree (cpd)] and high SFs (10 cpd); yet, spectral analyses
suggested a microsaccadic contribution to enhancing low-frequency
vision. Spotorno et al. (2016) similarly found no effect of microsaccade sizes or numbers in a grating detection task conducted at different SFs (0.5, 1, and 2.5 cpd). These two studies tested a limited
range of SFs. More importantly, neither of them time-locked transient changes in microsaccade occurrence to perceptual changes in
target visibility. Speciﬁcally, Spotorno et al. (2016) asked subjects
to indicate which of two brieﬂy presented sequential images (one
with a grating embedded in noise, and one with noise only) contained a grating. They obtained a single subject report at the end of
each 6.5 s trial, and likewise considered microsaccade production as
a single parameter per trial. Mostoﬁ et al. (2016) presented an oriented Gabor for 1 s, and asked participants to indicate its orientation
(left or right) at the end of each trial; to determine whether
microsaccades were beneﬁcial, they compared subject performance
on trials with vs. without microsaccades. Thus, how microsaccades
contribute to the ongoing visibility of stimuli of different SFs
remains unclear.
Here, we asked how the visibility of targets of various SFs
(0.375, 0.75, 1.5, 3, and 6 cpd) changed over time, in relationship
with concurrent changes in microsaccade production.
Participants continuously reported on changes in target visibility
throughout the experiments, allowing us to time-lock ongoing, transient changes in microsaccade parameters (such as rate and magnitude) to perceptual transitions in visibility (increases and
decreases), which occurred at multiple and variable times during
each trial.
We found microsaccade production to restore/increase the visibility of low SF targets more efﬁciently than that of high SF targets.
Yet, microsaccade rates transiently rose before periods of increased
visibility, and dropped before periods of diminished visibility, for all
the target SFs tested, indicating an association between microsaccades occurrence and target visibility across a wide range of SFs. In
addition, larger microsaccades were more strongly associated with
restored/increased target visibility than smaller microsaccades, and
this association was equally present across all the SFs tested. These
combined results support the proposal that microsaccades enhance
visibility across a broad variety of SFs. More generally, our ﬁndings
suggest that microsaccades modulate everyday perception not just in
exceptional circumstances, but as a habitual rule.

While ﬁxating a small red spot (0.5° diameter) on the center of the
screen, subjects were asked to continuously report whether an
unchanging stimulus was faded/fading (button press) or intensiﬁed/intensifying (button release) (Martinez-Conde et al., 2006; McCamy
et al., 2012). The stimulus did not change physically, but it appeared
to fade or intensify as a function of the observer’s ﬁxation dynamics.
Na€ıve subjects were not informed, before the experiment, that the only
changes to the appearance of the stimulus were illusory.
The stimulus was a Gabor patch with the following ﬁxed parameters: Gaussian standard deviations of x = 1.5° and y = 1°; sine wave
phase of 0. The Gabor was presented at an eccentricity of 6°, with
one of ﬁve randomly selected SFs (0.375, 0.75, 1.5, 3, or 6 cpd),
and sustaining a maximum contrast of 40% from peak-to-trough and
the same average luminance (50%) as the background. The position
of the Gabor varied randomly across trials at one of the eight points
of the compass to control for possible contrast adaption effects
across trials. The orientation of the Gabor also varied randomly
between 0° and 360° in each trial, to control for orientation adaptation effects (Martinez-Conde et al., 2006; McCamy et al., 2012). To
start the trial, subjects pressed a key and the stimulus appeared on
the screen. Subjects were instructed to release the button as soon as
they saw the stimulus. After 30 s, the stimuli disappeared and the
trial ended. To disregard the potential effect of the initial stimulus
onset transient at the start of each trial, we conducted analyses only
on data recorded after the ﬁrst second of the trial.
Eye movement analyses
Eye position was acquired noninvasively in both eyes at 500 Hz (EyeLink 1000, SR Research). Saccades were identiﬁed with a modiﬁed
version of the algorithm developed by Engbert & Kliegl (Engbert &
Kliegl, 2003; Laubrock et al., 2005; Engbert, 2006; Engbert & Mergenthaler, 2006; Rolfs et al., 2006) with k = 5 (used to obtain the
velocity threshold) and a minimum saccadic duration of 6 ms.
Microsaccades were deﬁned as saccades with magnitude < 1.5° in
both eyes (Betta & Turatto, 2006; Martinez-Conde et al., 2006, 2009;
Troncoso et al., 2008b; McCamy et al., 2013a,b), as per the distribution of microsaccade magnitudes found in our dataset (Fig. 1A). To
calculate microsaccade properties such as magnitude and peak velocity we averaged the values for the right and left eyes. Figure 1B shows
the microsaccadic peak velocity-magnitude relationship (Fig. 1B).
Microsaccade correlations with reported transitions

Materials and methods
Subjects
Fifteen subjects (seven males, eight females) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in the experiments. Thirteen
subjects were naive and were paid $15/session. Experiments were
carried out under the guidelines of the Barrow Neurological Institute’s Institutional Review Board (protocol number 04BN039) and
conformed with the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from each subject.
Experimental design
Subjects rested their forehead and chin on the EyeLink 1000 head/
chin support, ~57 cm away from a linearized video monitor (Barco
Reference Calibrator V, 75 Hz refresh rate). The experiment consisted of four sessions of ~1 h, each including 50 randomly interleaved 30-s trials. The ﬁrst session was counted as a training session
and not included in the analyses.

Let XM and XR be the stochastic processes representing the onsets of
microsaccade, and intensiﬁcation report (R). For example, if
S1, S2, . . ., Sk are the start times of all the microsaccades for a given
subject, then XM for that subject will be given by XM(t) = 1 if t = Si
for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k and XM(t) = 0 otherwise; similarly for intensiﬁcation reports.
We obtained correlations of microsaccadesP
with reports of intensiﬁcation for each subject, using nMR ðtÞ ¼ n¼1
n¼1 XM ðn þ tÞXR ðnÞ
and then converting ξMR to a rate (similarly for transitions to fading)
(McCamy et al., 2012). For each subject, correlations were
smoothed using a Savitzky-Golay ﬁlter of order 1 and a window
size of 151 ms (Martinez-Conde et al., 2006). Average correlations
are the average of the smoothed correlations (Fig. 5).
Microsaccade correlation baselines
For any given subset of experimental trials (e.g. trials with a SF
of 3 cpd), we deﬁned the microsaccade rate baseline as the rate
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Fig. 1. Descriptive microsaccade statistics. (A) Microsaccadic magnitude distribution across subjects (n = 15). Shadows indicate the SEM across subjects. (B)
Microsaccadic peak velocity–magnitude relationship for all subjects combined. Each red dot represents a microsaccade with peak velocity indicated on the
y-axis and magnitude indicated on the x-axis. Inset: microsaccade parameters.

of microsaccades produced far from the changes in visibility that
took place during that subset. Thus, we calculated these microsaccadic rates using data 700 ms away from all reported transitions
(i.e. perceptual intensiﬁcation or fading) in both directions of
time. The microsaccades produced during this period are independent of the transitions, as they occurred outside of subjects’ reaction times window in both directions of time (McCamy et al.,
2012, 2014).
Statistical methods
To analyze the effect of target SF on various variables (e.g. time
faded per trial, microsaccade rates), we conducted separate singlefactor repeated measures ANOVAs with the different SF levels as the
within-subjects factor. We calculated Pearson and Spearman correlation coefﬁcients to determine the correlation between microsaccade
rates and perceptual switching rates across subjects. All other tests
were two-tailed paired t-tests as indicated in the main text. Signiﬁcance levels were set to a = 0.05 throughout.

Results
Perceptual fading and intensification dynamics as a function of
spatial frequency
Subjects ﬁxated a small spot on the center of a computer screen and
continuously reported, via button press/release, whether an unchanging visual target (a Gabor patch with a SF of 0.375, 0.75, 1.5, 3 or
6 cpd), presented at an eccentricity of 6°, was faded/fading or intensiﬁed/intensifying (Martinez-Conde et al., 2006; McCamy et al.,
2012). Targets of all SFs faded for a signiﬁcant amount of time, but
fading dynamics differed across SF conditions (Fig. 2). The time
faded per trial differed with SF (F4,56 = 6.15, P < 0.001,
MSE = 20.70, g2p ¼ 0:31), tending to be shorter for the intermediate
SFs (0.75, 1.5, and 3 cpd) (Fig. 2A). Fading onsets per minute also
differed across targets of different SFs (F4,56 = 8.51, P < 104,
MSE = 9.972, g2p ¼ 0:378); the 0.375 cpd SF target produced the
most numerous perceptual transitions and the 3 cpd SF the least
(Fig. 2B). Moreover, the durations of fading and intensiﬁcation periods varied with target SF; the 3 cpd SF target resulted in the longest
intensiﬁcation periods and the 0.375 cpd SF target produced the
smallest difference between the length of fading and intensiﬁcation
periods (Fig. 3).

Microsaccade rates
As a coarse ﬁrst approach, we measured the global microsaccade
rates across SF conditions, and found no signiﬁcant differences
(Fig. 4; F4,56 = 1.71, P = 0.16, MSE = 0.008, g2p ¼ 0:11). This
apparently null result is consistent with a prior study (Mostoﬁ
et al., 2016), and provides a plausible explanation for previous failures to ﬁnd a signiﬁcant relationship between microsaccade production and visual perception as a function of SF. Next, we examined
the timing of microsaccades with respect to perceptual ﬂuctuations,
by locking variations in microsaccade rates to perceptual transition
reports. This ﬁner analysis revealed that microsaccade rates dynamically changed within each trial, transiently increasing before perceptual transitions to intensiﬁcation and transiently decreasing before
perceptual transitions to fading, for all the SFs tested (Fig. 5) –
even though their global values were comparable across SF conditions (Fig. 4).
Microsaccade rates were signiﬁcantly higher than baseline for four
of the ﬁve SFs tested (0.375, 0.75, 3 and 6 cpd; all P-values < 0.03,
two tailed paired t-tests), but not for the 1.5 cpd SF (Fig. 6A;
P = 0.06, two tailed paired t-test), in the [700, 300] ms interval
before transitions to intensiﬁcation (heretofore the peak interval; this
is within the reaction times of subjects doing an equivalent perceptual task with a Gabor that physically faded and intensiﬁed;
McCamy et al., 2012, 2014). Thus, transiently increased microsaccade production restored the visibility of faded targets for a variety
of SFs. Microsaccade rate increases in the peak interval differed
across the SFs tested (F4, 56 = 2.82, P = 0.03, MSE = 0.231,
g2p ¼ 0:168); we found that (peak interval rate – baseline rate)
decreased linearly with SF (Fig. 6B; F1,14 = 5.22, P = 0.038,
MSE = 0.657, g2p ¼ 0:272), suggesting that microsaccades become
less important to the reversal of fading as target SF increases. In
addition, we found that microsaccade rates in the [700, 300] ms
interval before transitions to fading (heretofore the trough interval)
were signiﬁcantly lower than baseline rates for all SFs tested (all Pvalues < 104, two tailed paired t-tests). This decrease below baseline in the trough interval was signiﬁcantly different across the SFs
tested (F4,56 = 3.249, P = 0.018, MSE = 0.062, g2p ¼ 0:188); we
found a parametric decrease in (baseline rate – trough interval rate)
with SF (F1,14 = 4.738, P = 0.047, MSE = 0.086, g2p ¼ 0:253).
This result suggests that microsaccades become less important to the
prevention of fading with increasing SF. Our combined data indicate
that microsaccades modulate target visibility at a wide range of SFs,
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Fig. 3. Fading and intensiﬁcation durations. (A–E) Distribution of the durations of intensiﬁcation and fading periods for each target spatial frequency (SF).
Red and blue shadows indicate the SEM across subjects (n = 15).

even if they appear to do so more effectively for lower than higher
SF targets.
Microsaccade magnitudes
First, we analyzed the global average microsaccade magnitudes for
the different SFs and found no signiﬁcant differences across the SFs
tested (Fig. 7; F4, 56 = 2.180, P = 0.083, MSE = 0.0004,
g2p ¼ 0:135), an apparently null result ostensibly consistent with
(Mostoﬁ et al., 2016; Spotorno et al., 2016). Yet, when we analyzed microsaccade magnitudes in the peak interval (i.e. the [700,

300] ms interval before transitions to intensiﬁcation), we found
that they were signiﬁcantly larger than baseline microsaccade magnitudes for all the target SFs tested (Fig. 8A; all P-values < 0.04; two
tailed paired t-test), in agreement with (Martinez-Conde et al., 2006;
McCamy et al., 2012). Finally, to speciﬁcally address whether such
increases in microsaccade magnitude during the peak interval differed across SFs, we submitted the variable (average peak magnitude – baseline magnitude) to an ANOVA. No statistical effect of SF
was found, i.e. the average peak magnitude did not differ from baseline magnitude differently across SFs (Fig. 8B; F4, 56 = 0.958,
P = 0.4387, MSE = 0.002, g2p ¼ 0:064). Thus, our results indicate
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intensiﬁcation onset rates and global microsaccade rates of individual subjects, the Pearson correlation coefﬁcient was r = 0.43 with a
P-value of 0.13. The Spearman correlation coefﬁcient was q = 0.27
with a P-value of 0.33. In the case of fading onset rates and
microsaccade rates, the Pearson correlation coefﬁcient was r = 0.45
with a P-value of 0.09. The Spearman correlation coefﬁcient was:
q = 0.37 with a P-value of 0.178.
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Martinez-Conde et al., 2006; Troncoso et al., 2008a; McCamy
et al., 2012; Costela et al., 2013), subjects reported that the
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to baseline magnitudes, and did so in equivalent fashion across all
SFs tested. Thus, bigger microsaccades resulted in larger perceptual
gains than small microsaccades, for a wide range of SFs.
Our study goes beyond previous research that did not time-lock
microsaccade occurrence to perceptual transitions on target visibility
(Mostoﬁ et al., 2016; Spotorno et al., 2016). Prior work measured
grating discrimination (Spotorno et al., 2016) or contrast sensitivity
(Mostoﬁ et al., 2016) variations as a function of SF, and compared
such metrics to global microsaccade rates (or occurrence) and global
microsaccade magnitudes. These types of coarse analyses make it
hard to appreciate the true effects of microsaccades on target visibility: indeed, we also found a lack of connection between microsaccade production and target SF in our dataset, when we looked at the
global microsaccade rates only. Yet, once we time-locked transient
changes in microsaccade rates to perceptual transitions, we found a
signiﬁcant relationship between microsaccade production and target
visibility: increased microsaccade rates preceded visibility enhancements, and decreased microsaccade rates preceded visibility decrements. The present work also improves on previous studies in that 5
SFs were tested (whereas the prior reports limited themselves to 2
or 3 SFs), and subjects merely required to rest their heads on a chinrest under binocular viewing conditions (Mostoﬁ et al. 2016 used a
bite bar and monocular viewing conditions). The more natural viewing conditions, larger range of SFs tested, and the ﬁner and more
appropriate analyses in the present study allow for more accurate
conclusions as to the interaction between microsaccades, target SF,
and perception.
Finally, our results do not support Mostoﬁ et al. (2016)’s conclusion that neural transients created by microsaccades are unhelpful to vision. First, we note that Mostoﬁ et al. (2016) formed their
conclusion from the spectral analysis of the input to the retina and
a measure of contrast sensitivity, rather than on the biophysical or
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perceptual state of the targets appeared to oscillate between the
faded/fading state and the visible/intensifying state.
Microsaccade rates increased before transitions to visibility and
decreased before transitions to fading for all SFs, in agreement with
previous studies conducted with a single SF (Martinez-Conde et al.,
2006; Troncoso et al., 2008a,b; McCamy et al., 2012; Costela
et al., 2013). The lowest SFs showed the strongest correlations
between microsaccade rate increases and intensiﬁcation reports, and
the highest SF (6 cpd) the weakest correlations. Yet, microsaccade
production was signiﬁcantly associated with increased target visibility for all the SFs tested. These data also indicate that targets fade
or become harder to see less often in the presence of microsaccades.
Microsaccade magnitudes increased in the peak interval (reaction
time interval preceding transitions to increased visibility) compared
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Fig. 8. Microsaccade magnitude dynamics do not change as a function of target spatial frequencies (SF). (A) Peak interval magnitude and baseline magnitude
across target SFs. *Denotes a statistically signiﬁcant difference between peak interval and baseline magnitudes. (B) Peak interval magnitude – baseline magnitude across target SFs. Error bars indicate the SEM across subjects (n = 15).
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neurophysiological responses to microsaccades, which they did not
measure. Even more critically, Mostoﬁ et al. did not analyze transient variations in microsaccade rates throughout their experimental
trials, or the temporal relationship of microsaccade production to
transient variations in target perception. To properly assess the
effects of the transients created by microsaccades on either perception or neural activity, one must time-lock microsaccade occurrence
to a neural or a behavioral response in an ongoing fashion (i.e. as
in the present study). Thus, Mostoﬁ et al. neither had direct access
to the neural transients from microsaccades, nor could they assess
their effects on perception, because their experimental design did
not allow such analyses. Whereas our present study did not have
direct access to microsaccade-triggered neural transients either, it
did analyze transient variations in microsaccade rates in connection
to transient changes in perception. These analyses revealed that the
prevalence of microsaccades transiently rose before periods of
increased visibility, and transiently dropped before periods of
diminished visibility for all SFs tested. In combination with our
previous recordings of microsaccade-triggered neural transients in
the primate visual system (Martinez-Conde et al., 2000, 2002;
Troncoso et al., 2015), the present results support the proposal that
transients from microsaccades are beneﬁcial to perception (Livingstone et al., 1996; Macknik & Livingstone, 1998; Martinez-Conde
et al., 2002, 2004). More generally, our ﬁndings suggest that
microsaccades do not modulate perception in exceptional circumstances applying only to narrow stimuli sets or viewing conditions,
but as a habitual rule.
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